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Ten Brooklyn (N. T.) firemen and
policemen almost lost xhelr lives beSTROTHER
STOCKWELL. Pubs! cause of the prank of children, who
said one of their number, a little girl.
COLUMBUS,
NEBRASKA. had fallen into a sewer. The men
went Into the bis pipe and were overcome by gas.
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made at Springfield by the Illinois
railroad and warehouse commission.
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The audit of the $42,500 election ex
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publican nominee for congress front
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til September 13.
Harry M. Daugberty of Columbus Is- sued a formal statement declaring his
p
candidacy for the United States
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Keep the spray pump going In the
potato patch.

Too many fanners sacrifice quality
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selection of a

la order to realize the most for
wool, there must be a uniformity of
condition.
An animal that Is only fed enough
to be kept alive is of no practical
value to the owner.
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THE WORLD.
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"I have succeeded In tracing my an.
eestry back through ten generations."
"Without coming to a nenagerier1
Itself In Its

MELTING POT

Yale College Has Honor
Proper Recognitlen

A nervous cow la preferable to a

Hard coal ashes make a nice cool
mulch for currant bushes.
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Grade your honey systematically.
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now bay Lewis Siac!
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Boston.
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selfaen
and
conservative institutions, has broken others are wife-ma-ar
Its precedents to confer upon Jane
Addama the degree of master of arts.
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POPULATION OVER 4.766.000 This not very rotmat little lady, says
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Current Literature, was fighting ear-- , rif
nestly a few years ago to be mad,
A fool can always as4 another fast
garbage Inspector of her ward In Chi- to adaiir hint
Census of Chicago and Philadelphia, cago. She used to
rise at six hi the.
the Nxt Largest Cities, Soon to
morning in order to follow the garbage)
carts around from alley to alley and
Be Announced.
then to the dumps In order to see that;
the work was not skimped.
A short time ago she took her seat
Washington Greater New York has
unostentatiously
on the platformiav
A population of 4,766,883 under the
thirteenth decennial census, accord-in- g
to figures issued by Director, of
the Census Durand. This makes New
sjsa
J99sSflfia--- York the second largest city in the
world and as large as any two foreign
cities, excepting London.
Since 1900 the population of the
metropolis has increased by 1.320,681,
Dwfrj Change of Life,
or 38.7 per cent, as compared with
3,437,202 under the last census.
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Care for the brood sow.
from Ohio.
When the lambs have just been
Complete Review of Happenings of
The Roosevelt, Commander Robert
weaned they require the best possible
Hay Is scarce this year.
Greatest Interest from All Parts of E. Peary's ship of discovery, narrowcare and need good pasture.
Che Globe Latest Home and Forly escaped serious injury from fire at
In a fairly cool spot sow some peas
Weehawken, N. J.
eign Items.
Phosphoric acid tends to Increase
for September use.
Scientists on the leper Island in the
frultfulness. but a liberal supply of
Hawaiian group, it Is reported, have
The only way to be sure of good potash Is of almost equal importance.
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discovered a bacillus that will soon dairy stock Is to raise it
cure the disease.
CoL Theodore Roosevelt was an
The grain for calves should be fed
The Kansas insurgent Republicans
guest of Governor Stubbs at the
The food of the duck Is both vege- first while the calf Is quite small
bad a good working majority in the table and animal In nature.
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Extra feed increases growth, if of around nooks and corners, you may
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restored my health
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Miss Rose Buckingham of San Fran- the stand in the Lee O'Neil Browne
crease of 18,943, or 28.3 per cent
upon
A hard collar is not as hard
cisco was killed and her companion. trial at Chicago in an effort of the de
Vegetable Compound has donerfor me
A good horse used in a common
Manhattan borough. 2.311.524. an
Miss Jane Addama.
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restoration to health means so much
verely injured in Munich, Germany, by peachment of his testimony. He was Is unevenly padded.
and be in condition to perform good
New York City contains only 164.-64-9 Woolsey hall with Theodore Roosevelt to
me that for the sake of other sufferasked one question and was followed
being run down by a runaway auto.
work at all times.
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At New York the bull leaders in best way to cure that disease.
him if he (Reutber) told the story of
There is no reason why a man with Providence, St Paul and Denver. The are twisting the language in order to of cures of female ills as has Lydia .
the defrauding of the Illinois Central the cotton market have issued a statean
acre patch of potatoes should not aggregate population of the cities fit the old academic customs in which Pinkham's Vegetable Compotcnd.
Money makes the mare go, but you
out of $1,000,000 though car repairs. ment predicting the greatest cotton
men alone figured to the new order of
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Clover bloat can usually be preAugust cotton sold at 20 cents a
Switzerland, 6he will display among
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change,
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This was sent by Miss
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sumIn pruning do not forget that,
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Israel Brandt, an engineer on the price at which cotton has been sold
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bring her back to her full flow than
James, L. I., to which he had been re- tions of the tariff commission.
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Salt Palace, a structure built on to so feed her as to keep her as near
moved from the Hoboken hospital.
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